
“The Least of These”      2013 Creative Festivals Theme Song 
   By Fr. James & Gigi Shadid 
 

“Do it to the least of these My brethren, and you do it to Me, and you do it to Me.”  [repeat] 
(clap to the beat and step side to side;       point OUT then point UP, 2x) 
 
The end of time is upon us;                    we’ll stand                         before                       His throne. 
(tap your watch and tap your foot; left hand on left hip, right hand on right hip, sway side to side) 
We’re saved by His grace;                                                       we’ll all see His face.   
(palms down and open, wiggle your fingers to the sky; trace your face with both pointer fingers)    
Do I seek the Kingdom of God? 
(right hand on forehead  “looking” out) 
 
My hands will serve    and my feet will walk --  
(“raise the roof” with your hands; march in place to the beat) 
to love my neighbor,    actions talk. 
(sign for “Love”: arms crossed; pump fists, left and right) 
Feed the hungry,         clothe the poor.   
(pretend to scoop food in your mouth; pretend to put on clothes, such as a jacket) 
Your neighbor’s the face of the Lord! 
(point to your neighbors, to the beat)  
“Do it to the least of these My brethren, and you do it to Me, and you do it to Me.” 
(clap to the beat and step side to side;       point OUT then point UP, 2x) 
The sheep find joy in His pasture;            the goats turn away from the Lord. 
(cross arms on chest & sway side to side; make horns on your head w/pointer fingers & move side to side) 
We have a choice,     to follow His voice;  
(point your thumbs in toward yourself;  “listen” by cuffing your left  hand to your left ear) 
seek ye the Kingdom of God. 
(right hand on forehead  “looking” out)  
 
“Do it to the least of these My brethren, and you do it to Me, and you do it to Me.”   
The end of time is upon us; we’ll stand before His throne. 
We’re saved by His grace; we’ll all see His face.  Do I seek the Kingdom of God? 
 
My hands will serve and my feet will walk -- to love my neighbor, actions talk. 
Feed the hungry, clothe the poor.  Your neighbor’s the face of the Lord! 
“Do it to the least of these My brethren, and you do it to Me, and you do it to Me.”   [repeat] 
 


